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YellowDog Rendering 

Security Overview 

 
YellowDog’s Security is constantly being updated and expanded.  

Information contained herein may therefore be subject to change. 

 

For further details, customised requests, or detailed enquiries, please 

contact the YellowDog team on woof@yellowdog.co  
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Introduction 
When designing the YellowDog platform and application, security was the primary design 

consideration. 

• All YellowDog customer distributed components are digitally signed using a 

Microsoft Authenticode certificate e.g. YellowDog application, plug-ins and 

YellowDog Sync.  

• Communication is encrypted, primarily using HTTPS, whenever it is transferred 

between computers or servers, examples include: 

o YellowDog Sync and Platform 

o Platform and the YellowDog application (running on render nodes) 

o Customer uploads and downloads between the customer web portal and 

client computers 

o Customer and web portal. 

• A fraud detection mechanism is built into YellowDog application to understand if 

resources on render nodes fluctuates 

• All render nodes have multifactor authentication to ensure that they are authentic 

authorised nodes 

• All YellowDog software write logs both to YellowDog servers and 3rd party secured 

infrastructure to ensure full audit trail even if YellowDog logging were unavailable 

or compromised  

• Credit card payments are handled by Stripe with no card details residing on or 

passing through YellowDog servers 

• YellowDog works with multiple cloud datacentre providers allowing nodes to run 

in multiple datacentres should there be issues with one or more providers 

• Denial of service measures are built in to all our datacentre locations with all 

platform infrastructure being available through a second secure internal network 

should public interfaces be attacked. Traffic is automatically managed up to 40 

Gbps for denial of service attacks. A denial of service attack could potentially 

affect public interfaces e.g. web portal, but render jobs continue and applications 

such as plugins and YellowDog Sync are able to continue operating though our 

global infrastructure. 

 

The YellowDog organisation, both in the UK and Lithuania has a planned date of 

compliance for ISO 27001 and MPAA Security Program requirements. Rather than running 

through ISO 27001 (requirements upon which the MPAA certification is based) this 

document outlines the main areas that have been or are being addressed.  
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Security Areas 

Facility 

Datacentres 

YellowDog rendering services using its Private Pack, currently operates exclusively from 

ISO 27001 certified datacentres. The majority of these datacentres are also SOC 1 type II 

(SSAE 16 and ISAE 3402) and SOC 2 type II certified. 

Office Location UK 

The UK office uses key card access to the building upper floor where the YellowDog 

offices are located. The YellowDog offices are locked and alarmed when no members of 

staff present. There is no access to YellowDog offices by members of the public unless 

escorted by a member of staff. 

CCTV is installed on all corridors and common spaces within the building and operated by 

the landlord’s security personnel.  

YellowDog does not have printing facilities and operates an entirely paper-free 

environment. 

YellowDog has its own VLAN within the building that is monitored and maintained by a 

3rd Party network security specialist. 

All computers physically located onsite have all the usual policies you might expect from 

compliant organisations such as locked down status, anti-virus/anti-malware software, and 

hardware encrypted 256 bit AES local disks.  

No customer intellectual property is stored on devices located in our UK office. 

Office Location Lithuania 

Our development team are based in Kaunas, Lithuania and are located in a building with 

high security standards. The same standards that exist in the UK for locked down PCs and 

encrypted drives are applied to the YellowDog development team. CCTV is in place within 

the building. 

 

Culture 

A large part of any security plan is ensuring awareness among staff. Our Operations team 

is based in the UK office; awareness of security procedures has become second nature as 

a result. We have regular visits by our Operations Manager, Development Director, and 

CTO to the office in Kaunas for awareness training and to monitor onsite practices. A staff 

training course in information security has been created and will be run for all new joiners 

and annually for existing staff. 
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Staff 

Staff Checks 

At present, employment and personal references are sought for all new members of staff. 

We are introducing Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) checks for all new and existing 

employees.  

Employment and Outsourcing Contracts 

YellowDog contracts are very strong with regard to intellectual property protection and 

security procedures. Consequences of non-compliance by staff, whether permanent 

employees or contractors are made very clear. 

Authentication Security 
All system related passwords are secured using a specialist credentials application hosted 

on our own infrastructure. These passwords are stored in a 256 bit encrypted database. 

Dual factor authentication is used for access to all 3rd party datacentre infrastructure and 

activity logged. Linux systems are secured with certificate only authentication. Hosted 

Windows systems are only accessible via VPN or from our office static Public IP address. 

Staff can access company email from their personal mobile devices. Security will be 

improved in this respect to only allow downloading from devices with encrypted storage 

and when a password has been set to access the mobile device. 

3rd Party Office Systems 

YellowDog outsources email and CRM functions to Microsoft and Capsule CRM 

respectively, both of whom offer industry standard based security. Staff do not have 

access to customer passwords.  

 

Key Planned Platform Upgrades 
TPM (Trusted Platform Module) chips will be added to servers which retain customer data 

e.g. render output prior to being stored in encrypted object storage. 

All YellowDog System accounts will require dual factor authentication using Google 

Authenticator or a similarly secure application.  

Development Procedures 
YellowDog uses the Agile Scrum software development methodology, delivering new 

capability in two week sprints. No changes are planned for development procedures such 

as code repositories, check in/check out, code reviews and test procedures. All current 

development and release management tools are based upon industry leading tools such 

as Jira/Confluence and Jenkins/Team City. 
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Penetration Testing 
Penetration tests are carried out by an independent third party twice annually against 

both our publicly accessible platform and internal systems. 

Personally identifiable Data 

YellowDog stores customer data that is potentially personally identifiable in business 

email, Capsule CRM and the YellowDog Platform (customer registration information). This 

is normally limited to name, business address, phone number and email address. 

YellowDog does not share any personally identifiable information with 3rd Parties expect 

upon explicit agreement with the customer, e.g. an agreement to a joint promotion. 

Business email is stored online within Microsoft’s Office 365 infrastructure in their Dublin 

Datacentre, emails received within the last 3 months are cached locally to hard disks, but 

only where the disks are encrypted to the 256-bit AES standard. Emails are also 

synchronised to mobile devices where the storage is encrypted and a password is 

required to unlock the device. Anti-virus and anti-malware is installed on PC devices to 

offer an additional layer of protection. Capsule CRM 2-factor authentication is rolled out 

to all CRM users within YellowDog. The YellowDog platform is actively monitored for 

access attempts and administrative access is secured over SSH from a selected list of our 

own Public IP addresses and accessed only using certificates. 

Customer Intellectual Property 

During rendering, scenes are copied to render nodes and deleted upon the completion of 

the render. Decommissioned bare metal render nodes are securely wiped to ensure that 

data is not retrievable. For virtual nodes, the storage is reallocated to the SAN or local 

SSD storage pool as soon as the node is terminated. Storage volumes for virtual nodes 

are stored as single files, the reference table for which is cleared when the node is 

terminated. Customer uploaded scenes and render output is stored on YellowDog servers 

for retrieval purposes by the customer. Long term storage is in encrypted object storage. 

Should customers want their scenes and render output deleted from YellowDog, this is 

done by selecting the job within the web portal and choosing “Delete” which removes all 

copies from YellowDog system.      


